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H
ippie headbands, funky 
bellbottoms, flower 
power motifs, tinted 
vintage sunglasses, tied 
dyed tees, flowing bead 

necklaces – the signature 70s style 
ensemble was executed down to a T 
by the beautiful womenfolk gathered 
at the Radisson Blu on Tuesday, to 
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the 
Tuesday Ladies Group (TLG).

Formed in February 1976, the TLG 
in Doha first started off as the British 
Ladies Coffee Morning. Having 
grown from that, it has become an 
international ladies group, now 
boasting of women members from 
26 countries. It is the longest running 
women’s social club in Doha, set up 
as a non-profit organisation. It is run 
by a voluntary body drawn from its 
own membership.

Driven by the theme of 70s – 
unmistakably apparent in the cool 
attires and accessories all around 
– more than 100 women enjoyed a 

brunch bundled with a bunch of fun 
activities. The best dressed contest 
saw prizes being awarded to the three 
of the best dressed in the 70s verve. 
A quiz on 70s music and happenings 
witnessed passionate participation 
from every table. The highlight 
perhaps was the sumptuous brunch 
buffet, making it hard for the ladies to 
pick and choose from the vast spread.

Joanne Blakemore, Chairperson 
of TLG, told Community, “It was 
a wonderful celebration of the 
friendship of women from various 
countries. TLG is a huge international 

group and this event was all about 
recognising 40 years of a group that 
has continued to participate in life 
here in Qatar. You often come across 
expats in Qatar who complain about 
certain things. But this is a group that 
welcomes life here, and embraces it.”

TLG, which meets at 9:30am on 
alternate Tuesdays from September 
to June at Radisson Blu, welcomes 
all expat women – membership is 
QR75 per year and then QR75 at 
each meeting, including a breakfast 
brunch, a chat and an interesting 
speaker. TLG says it is privileged to 

have had the Radisson Blu as one of 
the main sponsors for more than 25 
years, as even their Coffee Morning 
meeting venue was always provided 
by the hotel since the beginning of 
TLG.

“Over the years TLG has helped 
thousands of expatriate women by 
being a resource for those new to 
Qatar. We understand the expat life – 
and we know that it can be a difficult 
time being away from friends and 
family. Our aim is to promote a 
feeling of community and support 
which will help you to settle into your 
life in Qatar,” says a note by the TLG 
about their group, adding, “We are 
proud to support worthwhile projects 
both within Doha and globally. We 
pool our time and resources to help 
where needed.”

Sandy O’Brien, a committee 
member and an ex-chairperson, 
said, “The aspect I value most about 
TLG is that the organisation offers 
expat women from different parts of 
the world the opportunity to meet 
and form meaningful and enduring 
relationships with other women who 
are experiencing similar challenges 
being separated from family 
members and familiar environments. 
This sisterhood enhances the expat 
journey, offering support, fun and 
enriching activities, as well as 
deepening the connection to Qatar 
and all it has to offer.”

Shriani Burley, who is among 
the long-standing TLG members, 
said, “I have been a member of 
TLG since I arrived in Qatar, 11 
years ago. Joining TLG was the 
best move I made as it’s here that I 
made friends who made it so much 
easier for me to settle my life in 
Doha. The speakers that the group 
usually invites at the meetings 
gave us invaluable information and 
advice; be it on defensive driving in 
Qatar or local customs or exploring 
interesting subjects such as how to 
select carpets. When my husband 
completed his first employment 
contract after one and a half years 
and we were about to leave Qatar, 
it was one of the ladies I met in the 
group who found him his current 
employment, through her husband. 
That’s what has enabled us to stay 
on here, and for me to still be part of 
this amazing group.”

According to TLG, “We encourage 
information-sharing and the 
creation of activity groups or clubs 
that meet at other times to enable 
members to develop new skills or to 
share expertise with others.”
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That 70s show

Joanne Blakemore, left, and Dena McKay at the event. The ladies enjoying the anniversary brunch.

THROWBACK TO THE 70S: The ladies strike a pose at the event.


